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Welcome!  
 

I T C  S H E T R A D E S



Agenda for this session 
The impact of Covid-19 on the apparel and non-apparel sector

Current wholesale market trends  

I T C  S H E T R A D E S   

Questions and Answers

Technology and Fashion   

Links for today's examples: https://tab.bz/sad4g



Impact of Covid-19 
 

I T C  S H E T R A D E S  



Jan - Jul 2020

Reactionary and uncertainity 

Covid-19 Impact Review 

Aug-Oct 2020

Uncertainity and Holiday

Inventory Panic  

Oct 2020 - Jan 2021 

Uncertainity and SS21 OTB issues  

Feb  - Jul 2021

Inventory shortages, staff

shortages, inflation, logitics

nightmares, and uncertainity  



Supply Chain  

 

Production Issues 

Impact on the Global Supply Chain and
Retailer Inventory Levels  

Logistics Nightmare  

Inflation  



The consumer kept buying 
but differently....

 



Sustainability 
Consumers became more aware and focused on

sustainability and environmental impact of their buying

decisions.  They sought out brands with messaging that was

transparent regarding their full value and supply chain.  

Ethical Standards and Social Impact 
Consumers looked to emerging brands versus retailers

during lockdowns and this trend turned into a key business

driver going forward.   



Social Media 
The main space to discover a brand.  Instagram was a huge

sales driver and is not going away as a major sales platfrom.   

Community and Connection   
Looked to smaller brands to provide them a community and

to feel connected .  Gravitated to brands that they felt was

loyal to them.  

Transparency    
Transparency with every level of the business.  From the

Brand Story, product, supply chain, and production

processes. 



Luxury Footwear  

Loungewear /Activewear 

Jewelry  

Key merchandise
categories  

Handbags 

Outdoor 

Decorative Home 

Dresses and Evening Wear Items   



Wholesale Market Trends 
 



The New Way of
Conducting
Business  

From April 2020 - Sept 2021 majority of market
appointments were virtual.  The past couple of
months have been hybrid events and now the EU,
UK, and US markets are moved to in-person with a
digital component.   Non-US Buyers were not
allowed to travle to the US for the recent market.  

Pre-covid major retailers had three year plans to shift to

these types of ordering systems. Majority fully shifted

within 5 months of the first Covid-19 lockdown. 

Tradeshows and brands quickly pivoted to virtual

shows, digital marketplaces, and zoom market

appointments.   
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Returning to "normalcy"
Pre-Fall / AW2021 Deliveries 
Majority of Pre-Fall arriving to stores during the "regular" schedule. In addition, after over a year of minimal

advertising campaigns, FALL is back.  Major advert are in all the magazines, online etc.   

Market Calendar  
The US, UK, and EU shows announced they will resume with a full in-person schedule.  The digital component

will run in-tangent.  The US eased travel restrictions and buyers will be able to travel to the US for future

markets.  

Market Appointments 
Market appointments will continue to be a blend of in-person and online, but the majority of US, UK, and EU

buyers are alllowed to fully travel again starting this season with the majority beginning Sept. The main issue

is they are only insured to travel in the US, UK, and EU.  



How did the
buying process
work? 
Key items needed for a successful
market  

Viewed Brand's Instagram Page  

Viewed Brand's Website  

Requested zoom market appt 

Discovered brand on the platform  

Viewed Lookbook and / or Linesheet   

 Buyer then watched the brand   

Viewed the collection in-person and/or 



Virtual and Digital Trade Shows  

Zoom Market Appointments 

 

Online Wholesale Purchasing Platforms 

NuOrder,  Joor, Brandboom 

Main BTB Platforms   



Types of buys  
Capsule Collection  
Due to lack of open to buy,  small buys to refresh their offering and / or  to demonstrate they work with emerging brands. 

Test Buys 
Due to buyers not being able to view the product in person and fully verify the brands, test buys have been conducted to ensure the images viewed and brand

promises are correct. 

Immediate 
Due to logistic issues and opening and closing of markets, buyers need immediate inventory to meet consumer demand  

 Buying the normal buys and requiring the normal quantities i.e. TK Maxx ordering a year in advance and and two containers  

Normal buying cycle and normal order quantities  



Key Buyer Questions and Requests  
Detailed Sustainable and Environmental Verification  

Impact Statement and and Touch Points of Brand Support
 

 

Even for small buys, buyers required images of brand's entire supply chain
 
 Buyers requested detailed product images that were hi-res and shot on a white background. This was due to

shutdowns, lack of their organisations preparedness for e-com, and need to quickly sell the items.



Shopping and Launch Events are back with a social media element  

Prior to covid, there was event overload. Now everyone wants to get out and be seen.  Stores are hosting mini

events to answer this need, but ensuring the "right" people are there for the social media push.  

Pop-Up Shops with omnichannel 
In-person is returning with pop-up shops, but like all in-person shopping it must be connected to all of the brands

sales channels. 

Catering to VIP customers  

For the markets that have
fully reopened: 

VIP / Top customers have accounted for the majority of brands' and stores' business for the past year.  Brands and

Stores that are offering exclusivity, first access, and dedicated events for this base are seeing major sales increases.  



Consumer continue to prefer to go
directly to the brand  

Due retailers logistics, inventory surplus, and supply chain

issues, as well as lack of impact statement, consumers

continued to prefer to order directly from the brands.  



Technology and Fashion 
 

*there is no longer a difference between the two 



Logistics system is the new black 



Programme
Focus   

Businesses will need support in both
Business to Business and Direct to
Consumer channels. 

Buyers and Consumers require the same type of high

level marketing.  Businesses will need strong

instagram and website with a strong omnichannel

strategy.  

The major issue is DTC is quite costly in the initial

stages while building traction in the market.  
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How to obtain industry
related information 
WWD.COM 
Women's Wear Daily is an industry focused daily publication which reports all items happening in the industry.   

WGSN.COM 
 WGSN is a global forecasting company for not only colour trends, but consumer behaviours. The subscription is

quite expensive, but they offer free white papers which are extremely useful.  

SOURCINGJOURNAL.COM 
Sourcing Journal is a great industry resource which covers both sourcing and overall industry trends and

information.  

VOGUEBUSINESS.COM 
Vogue has launched a business focus of the industry.  The daily publication provides an overview of what is

happening in the industry and also provides insight into different regions.  



Trade Show and Calendar Listing  
modemonline.com 

cfda.com



Key Areas to focus on  
Supply Chain 

Logistics 

Branding, what is your brand, customers  

Photography and Videography 

Tools to develop marketing

Instagram (and other relevant social media)



Q&A 
Questions? Email us at

 


